
CHRONOGRAPH NIGHT DRIVER


LIMITED EDITION

TAG HEUER MONACO



For over 50 years, the Monaco chronograph has been the 

ultimate driver’s watch. TAG Heuer introduces the Monaco 

Chronograph Night Driver, a limited edition that is a 

modern and innovative tribute to the racing spirit of this 

collection as well as its iconic Monaco Blue and captures 

the magic of driving a sports car on the open road at night. 



Super-LumiNova®

This fully luminescent dial is a true technical 

achievement for TAG Heuer and enables even better 

and more powerful legibility on the roads. By harnessing 

the capabilities of Super-LumiNova®, the timepiece is 

able to expand its luminosity across a broader surface 

area, allowing the dial to remain prominently visible in 

the dark for 3 hours after being fully charged by light.

BRACELET

The TAG Heuer Monaco Chronograph Night Driver 

Limited Edition incorporates a calfskin strap, with the 

alternating large and small perforations and bright 

white stitching along the edge of the strap also evoking 

Heuer racing chronographs of the 1960s and 70s.

MOVEMENT

The Heuer 02 manufacture movement uses a traditional 

column wheel to reliably actuate the chronograph, 

while the movement’s 80 hours power reserve will keep 

the TAG Heuer Monaco running over the course of a 

weekend of racing. The sapphire caseback displays the 

blue printing on the black oscillating mass, as well as 

the blue column wheel, extending this palette from the 

dial of the chronograph.

DIAL

This TAG Heuer Monaco employs its unique “circle in the 

square” two-piece dial construction to provide instant 

readings for the driver. At night, the deep grey “circle” at 

the center of the dial provides strong contrast with the 

bright blue Super-LumiNova® finish of the hour, minute, 

and chronograph seconds hands, as well as bright dots 

that mark the hours.

DESIGN

Inspired by the midnight blue, charcoal grey and matte 

black dials of the iconic vintage Monacos, this newest 

edition uses today’s materials to build an instrument 

that enhances the experience and performance of 

those who take to the roads especially at night.

KEY FEATURES





REFERENCE

CBL2181.FC6515

KEY FEATURES

MOVEMENT


Calibre Heuer 02 Automatic


Manufacture

FUNCTIONS


Hours, minutes, seconds, date, 

chronograph

CAS

 Black DLC grade 5 titanium polished, 

fine brushed cas

 Domed, beveled sapphire crystal

 Sapphire caseback with limited 

numbered XXX/600

DIA

 Anthracite, grey opalin, grained dia

 Blue luminescent outer dia

 Black gold-plated indexes

 Black gold-plated hour and minute 

hands with blue Super-LumiNova

 Grey lacquered central hand

SIZE


39 mm

WATER RESISTANCE


100 m

LIMITED EDITION


Limited to 600 timepieces

BRACELE

 Black perforated calfskin 

strap, light grey stitchin

 Black DLC grade 5 titanium 

folding clasp with double 

safety push-buttons
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